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Abstract 

In 2002, the Power Engineering Excellence Trust (PEET) was established by the New Zealand 

electricity industry, in collaboration with the University of Canterbury, to respond to the 

reducing numbers of students specialising in electric power engineering and the forecasted 

aging demographics of New Zealand power engineering workforce. PEET’s original mission 

was to promote and support the education of power engineers and the study of power 

engineering as a field of excellence in New Zealand. 

PEET has successfully delivered on its mission over the last twenty years, supporting numerous 

students through scholarships, work experience and access to industry organisations and 

knowledge. This support is evidenced through the many New Zealand organisations that are 

now PEET members and have scholars among their employees. Power engineering is once 

again a thriving technical and professional sector in New Zealand whose expertise is 

increasingly sought after across a range of activities and disciplines.  

Twenty years on, our industry and its needs have evolved. PEET’s members consistently 

identify challenges with growing diversity within their organisations, and in recruiting and 

retaining talent in their engineering disciplines. Accordingly, PEET’s mission has evolved to 

“inspire and enable tomorrow’s power engineering talent by sharing responsibility, knowledge 

and opportunity across academia and industry”. The fundamental focus on growing 

“tomorrow’s power engineering talent” is part of the foundations of PEET’s inception, which 

remains unaltered and as valid today as they did in 2002.  

This paper will revisit the reasoning for the establishment of PEET and what has been 

accomplished thus far. It considers the evolving context that the industry faces and how this 

has led to an evolution of PEET’s strategy. Through reviewing the feedback gathered from 

PEET members, and discussions of future challenges, PEET’s strategy aims to address some 

of the industry’s challenges, by attracting students into engineering, developing talent and 

connecting industry with those talents.  

We will highlight the steps taken to implement this updated strategy. For instance, the 

scholarships programme has evolved to encourage diverse applicants and extension to final 

year University of Auckland students (applicants accepted from 2021). Opportunities enabling 

active industry member participation, so that PEET members can make the most from their 

participation/membership will be introduced.  

We thank all PEET Trustees (former and present) and all PEET Industry members who have 

contributed to PEET success. 
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Introduction 

Electrical Engineering (EE) is one of the oldest engineering disciplines, dating back to the 

1880s [1]. The first public supply of electricity in New Zealand (NZ) began on 4 August 1888 

at Reefton [2]. Electricity has triggered a technology revolution, which continues to alter our 

way of life. Today, renewable electricity generation, conversion, storage and electrification has 

a significant role to play in meeting global and NZ carbon emission reduction targets [3, 4]. 

Involvement of innovative and skilled electrical and power system engineers, who will 

successfully address the challenges posed by this exciting future, has never been more crucial. 

This brings to the forefront the vital role of initiatives such as NZ’s Power Engineering 

Excellence Trust (PEET), established with the objective to encourage and develop future 

generations of power engineers. 

Background 

The Power Engineering Excellence Trust (PEET) was established, as a not-for-profit 

organisation, by the New Zealand electricity industry, in collaboration with the University of 

Canterbury in 2002 [5] with the mission "To promote and support the education of power 

engineers and the study of power engineering as a field of excellence in New Zealand”. This 

was in response to reducing numbers of students specialising in power engineering and the 

forecasted aging demographics of New Zealand’s power engineering workforce [5]. The PEET 

mission is delivered through a number of initiatives including outreach activities, scholarships, 

support for practical work placements, graduate recruitment, field trips and mentoring. These 

activities are delivered, on behalf of PEET, by the Electric Power Engineering Centre 

(EPECentre) based at the University of Canterbury (UC), as part of the EPECentre's Education 

& Outreach area of operations. 

The founding industry members of PEET were: ABB, Alstom, Beca Carter Hollings and Ferner 

(now Beca), Contact Energy, EEA, Genesis, Marlborough Lines, Maunsell (now AECOM), 

Meridian Energy, Mighty River Power (now Mercury), MWH, Orion, Powerco, Transfield 

Services, Transpower, and WEL Networks; under the chairmanship of  Dr. Keith Turner, Chief 

Executive of Meridian Energy, and the guidance of Prof. Pat Bodger, Professor of Electric 

Power Engineering and Head of Department in the Department of Electrical and Computer 

Engineering (ECE), University of Canterbury. Membership of PEET is gained through 

voluntary donations from industry organisations of the New Zealand’s energy industry.  

PEET has evolved through the years, with more than 20 Trustees involved during this time, 

including Peter Berry chairing the Board for 10 years. Today (2021), it involves 27 members 

under the chairmanship of Richard Griffiths (Strategic Asset Manager and General Manager 

Generation (Acting) – Meridian). 

Electricity Sector Challenges  

The challenge of supporting the growing and evolving NZ electricity sector remains as 

pertinent in 2021 as in 2002. This is confirmed by the 2019 EEA Professional Development 

Group survey results [6] that highlight:  

 Electrical engineering is identified as one of the skills in most demand over the next 10 

years 

 78% of EEA survey participants find it difficult to recruit engineers. Participants said; 

“Power Engineers are difficult to recruit”.  
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 22% of Engineers in the sector are over 55y (66% over 35y) 

 About 800 individuals in roles including engineering may retire over the next 15 years  

 Trainees1 represent only 8% of all engineering roles, of which 49% of the trainees are 

employed by the consulting sector 

Similar sentiments were expressed through the 2019 PEET members’ survey with all 

participants reporting diversity and recruitment; attracting skilled resources and skillset 

changes; and retention of the workforce as their main challenges.  

PEET Contribution to the Solution 

PEET has been supporting the industry to address these challenges through encouraging the 

next generation of engineers, aiming to progressively increase student numbers in Electrical 

and Electronics and Electrical Power Engineering.  

PEET addresses its mission through activities focusing in three main areas; Attracting 

students, Developing talent and Connecting industry and talent. 

 

Attract 
Attracting students to power engineering is a collaborative effort across education 

organisations and the industry. PEET sparks interest by supporting outreach activities and 

events for primary and secondary school students, which show the broad possibilities and 

advantages of a career in power engineering. 

PEET has focussed on supporting activities that demystify the educational requirements of 

electrical and power engineering, raising the profile of the electricity industry while 

encouraging increased diversity in the student population.  

The success of such initiatives is demonstrated through increased student numbers. For 

instance, at the University of Canterbury, students taking the Power Systems course increased 

                                                 
1 Trainees refer to early career engineers, generally graduate roles. 
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from about 20 in 2000 to more than 40 in 2021; and those taking the Electrical Machines course 

from 15 to about 35, mimicking the trend of total Electrical and Electronic Engineering (EEE) 

student numbers. The Christchurch earthquakes in 2011 impacted the numbers, but this was 

experienced across the complete student population at the University of Canterbury.  

  

 

 

PEET scholarships have been a decisive tool and their popularity has increased over the years 

through: 

 regulation changes (opening them up to school leavers from 2014 and diversity criteria 

included since 2019) 

 marketing campaigns targeting secondary school teachers and school leavers, featuring 

scholars  

 sharing information about the industry and encouraging students to be part of the New 

Zealand’s energy journey.  

The number of applications from school leavers has risen from around 35 – 50 in 2014 to 80 – 

100 in 2017. Examples of 2021 Scholarships posters are provided below. 
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There is agreement that diversification of the workforce is crucial to the advancement of the 

industry and this is no different for STEM [7]. However, engineering, and this is particularly 

true of power engineering [8], is struggling to attract diverse participation in education, which 

feeds into the professional workforce [8-13]. 

At present, about 10% of NZ power industry employees identify as female. PEET supports 

initiatives that contribute to increased diversity, one example being update to the scholarship 

criteria in 2019 promoting a conscious effort to improve the gender equity in the scholars’ 

community. 

Some of the immediate effects of this criterion are visible in the school leaver scholarships 

application numbers where female applicants increased from 16% in 2014 to 30% in 2019. 

Furthermore, female scholars increased from 10-15% to 41% in 2021 for the four year scholars’ 

cohort. 

Develop 
PEET aims to guide and equip the best of our next generation of power engineers; to develop 

engineering students to achieve their full potential, with a focus on practical skills, which are 

highly valued by prospective employers. Three main activities that contribute to this objective 

are; scholarships, site visits and sponsorship of student activities. 

Since PEETs inception, about NZ$2m has been awarded through over 220 scholarships, for 

both undergraduate and postgraduate studies. Scholarships allow students to focus on their 

studies and reduce the financial pressures inherent in tertiary education. Being a PEET scholar 

provides additional value through the community it generates. This is nurtured by the 

EPECentre and by the scholars themselves.  
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For instance, Laura Harding (graduate engineer at Beca), a PEET scholar from 2016 to 2019, 

described the overall benefits as follow: 

“The PEET scholarship offered me, beyond the financial support, 

opportunities to meet like-minded students across different year groups, get 

useful recommendations from my mentor, take part in practice job 

interviews and have a summer internship lined up with one of the PEET 

industry members.”   

One of PEETs most popular initiatives is the PEET funded annual power systems field trip. 

This is organised in conjunction with PEET industry members, to showcase a diverse range of 

power engineering activities and locations. PEET has spent about NZ$250kover 20 years 

enabling over 500 students to participate in these trips. 

The trips cater for maximum 30 students each year to see the inner workings of a range of 

generation technologies, transmission and distributions substations and some key consumers. 

Those trips are highly rated by students and are often identified as the deciding factor in a 

student choosing to study Power Engineering.  

The number of expressions of interest for the field trips received is high every year (around 60 

to 90 over the last 3 years). Consequently, day trips to local power stations or sites2 have been 

added.  

Feedback received from the 2018 Scholars survey (anonymous):  

My decision to choose a minor in Power Engineering was predominantly 

influenced by the Power Systems field trip.  

Engineering First Year is focussing on engineering foundations and not 

directly related to electricity. I really enjoyed the field trip. It helped 

provide motivation to continue.  

PEET also sponsors industry relevant and entrepreneurial student groups such as UC 

Motorsport, who build electric race cars. Sponsorship is provided based on the merits of 

individual applications and are most successful when they promote experience in leadership, 

team collaboration, problem-solving and real-life experience of complex project management.  

Connect 
One of PEET’s main goals is for students to connect and collaborate with the industry before 

they leave university, to gain vital experience and develop a career. Vice versa, the industry 

has access to a pipeline of talent they can engage with, prior to recruitment. This provides 

                                                 
2 Note that the 2020 trip was cancelled due to COVID and replaced by a mini field trip for 10 

final year students. 
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opportunities for students to learn about how the industry operates, and for industry to benefit 

from student innovation and enthusiasm for tackling complex challenges.  

PEET support for field trips is complemented by holding career events where industry members 

meet and interact with students, enabling recruitment including summer students, and functions 

where PEET members can support and celebrate students’ achievements and developments 

over their time at university.  

In 2020, despite the Power Careers events being online due to COVID, they were successful.  

This format will be partially replicated in future years, as this enables inclusion of remote 

participation of students from other institutions as well as encourages increased PEET members 

participation. The 2020 scholarships award ceremony was held face-to-face enabling industry 

representatives and speakers to meet the 39 scholars. 

PEET members are also eligible for discounted sponsorship of tailored final year research 

projects in Power Engineering at UC. These projects give organisations the opportunity to work 

closely with students, undertake industry relevant projects for minimal investment and provide 

mentoring maximising benefit for all involved. 

The success of PEET activities is further reflected in the following statistics gathered through 

the 2019 former scholars’ survey.  

 Over 70% of the working former scholars are employed in Power Engineering 

 Working for a PEET member (2019): Between 55 and 65% of those working in NZ and 

Australia in Power Engineering (or 40% of all former scholars) are working for a PEET 

member 

Extract of “Where are our former scholars now?” poster published in 2019:   

 

Looking to the Future 

As the environment in which the energy industries operate changes; concerns about climate 

change and associated electrification of energy use, increasingly distributed control of 

generation and load management [4], and consumer expectations about energy resilience and 

accessibility, the expertise needed by the power industry is evolving.  

During 2019-2020, we undertook to review PEET, its activities and relevance in the present 

and future context with all members. This resulted in confirming PEET’s focus and renewal of 

its mission in light of the evolution of the energy industry.  
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PEET’s original mission: 

"To promote and support the education of power engineers and the study of 

power engineering as a field of excellence in New Zealand”  

PEET’s updated vision and mission are: 

Vision: Empowering those who will shape New Zealand’s energy future 

Mission: We inspire and enable tomorrow’s power engineering talent by 

sharing responsibility, knowledge and opportunity across academia and 

industry. 

The updated mission reaffirms PEET’s aims and reflects the wishes of industry; to have a 

collaborative partnership with academia to develop the talent required by industry, and give 

industry connections to research organisations that can assist with developing solutions to 

industry challenges. The language of the updated mission statement echoes the intent for PEET 

to be proactive in delivering its activities and jointly driving successful outcomes.  

In delivering the updated mission, the activities that PEET supports and promotes are also 

evolving, while not losing the successful and central tenant of supporting students, for instance 

through scholarships and field trips. Some initiatives are in early stages of implementation, 

others are being explored for the future. Similar to PEET’s present activities they are broadly 

categorised through the framework of Attract, Develop, and Connect. 

Attract 
Attracting students to STEM careers is an ongoing challenge with a variety of initiatives 

underway from a diverse range of industry and wider government sectors e.g. MBIE Unlocking 

Curious Minds Funds and projects, Wonder Project by Engineering New Zealand, Science 

Alive, ePro8, etc. 

PEET is considering opportunities to extend support to relevant outreach activities that are 

already engaged in the sector. Through supporting existing programmes we ensure our 

activities do not conflict or detract from other initiatives while promoting both diversity in 

engineering and the industry in general. This is additional to the outreach activities PEET is 

already supporting or has been involved in, including secondary school students visits to UC 

Engineering Labs and supporting preparation of pertinent grant application, e.g. the 2019 

successful “Unlocking Curious Minds” application “Partnership to encourage Māori and 

Pasifika communities into Engineering” to develop targeted outreach activities. 

PEET continues to support diversity with half of all scholarships reserved for women (2019 

update) and encouraging gender equity (2021 update). Additionally, consideration for those in 

financial hardship (update in 2020) is included when awarding scholarships. The requirements 

for high academic achievement and interest in electrical or power engineering are considered 

in conjunction with the additional criteria to ensure a holistic selection approach.  

Develop 
In ensuring that PEET is acting on behalf of all industry members, PEET have sought to provide 

access to scholarships for students outside of the University of Canterbury and are currently 
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trialling offering scholarships to fourth year students at both Auckland and Canterbury 

universities. Should this be successful, the initiative may be expanded to other years of study 

and/or other Universities. 

We have increased the flexibility in awarding scholarships such that they are only of one-year 

tenure and students must meet criteria to reapply each year. This ensures students that transfer 

into engineering later in their studies, e.g. technical or trades expertise transferring to 

engineering, are not disadvantaged in applying for PEET scholarships.  

Future developments may include sponsoring student development initiatives such as 

entrepreneurial challenges that focus on innovation for energy industry issues. These types of 

activities highlight both the interesting challenges faced by our industry and require 

engineering students to collaborate with students of other faculties to form a successful team 

comprising diversity of knowledge and skills.  

Due to the success of field trips and to make sure as many students as possible can attend a 

field trip, PEET may have opportunities to offer day site visits in regions local to the 

Universities.  

Connect 
PEET members are interested in developing closer connections with academia to build 

awareness of research insights. Developing these connections could include open days for 

industry and increased industry involvement in research advisory roles. PEET members are 

also interested in growing collaboration between member organisations with a focus on 

innovation across the industry.  While at present, PEET does not have initiatives in these areas, 

opportunities will be explored dependent on member engagement and funding availability.  

PEET members continually highlight the opportunities for interaction with students as a 

highlight of their membership. PEET is looking at extending support through activities such as 

coaching sessions for PEET scholars by industry participants, on particular problems or 

challenges of interest. This could be offered online, removing barriers to participation for 

member organisations. 

Increasing diversity is an essential component of PEET’s strategy for attracting students to 

power engineering, but must be complemented with inclusion for students to feel comfortable 

in the engineering community. A recent initiative is offering peer to peer mentoring for PEET 

scholars while they are at university. This is intended to help students navigate the challenges 

of engineering study and provide greater connections to others studying power engineering. 

Another initiative, led by scholars themselves, is the launch of a social group (using Facebook). 

This is underway for the first time in 2021 and is well received by students to date. 

PEET – your industry organisation 

In the 20 years since PEET was created, the trust has successfully delivered on its mission to 

increase power engineering student numbers, develop their skills and expertise through 

awarding scholarships, provided opportunities to interact with industry, and learn through field 

trips and site visits. We recently updated our mission to highlight the focus on proactively 

inspiring and developing students, supporting collaborative industry and academia 

connections, while aligning ourselves with the changing environment. We are actively working 

to extend PEET’s support to students and initiatives across New Zealand, to reflect the diverse 

locations and needs of PEET members. Through these activities, PEET is an active contributor 

in raising the electricity industry’s profile.  
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Many of the benefits generated by PEET are shared by the whole industry with most students 

and PEET scholars flowing into the wider electricity sector. To ensure PEET continues to 

deliver on the needs of our industry into the future, we encourage all industry organisations to 

consider how membership of PEET would benefit their organisation, and contribute to 

developing a pipeline of high-calibre talent that enhances our future workforce. Expanded 

membership is particularly valuable in showcasing the variety and diverse nature of power 

engineering careers to students.  

The collaborative nature of PEET illustrates our industry at its best and is invaluable in 

continuing to develop new engineering talent. We thank all PEET Trustees (former and 

present) and all PEET industry members who have contributed to PEET success. 
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